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ABB: Reducing financial risk through
crisis monitoring
The Corporate Communications department at ABB observes emerging crises
around the globe by searching for issues and incidents that may affect all
stakeholders of ABB. The team is responsible for ensuring that C-level executives
are informed in time about any potential risks. In this pursuit, the team faces the
challenge of having to integrate and evaluate global and local information streams
in many languages, including Chinese. ABB turned to Squirro to help manage the
volume and the variety of those data streams. Squirro provides for ABB an extremely
precise and accurate monitoring solution that allows the communications team to
identify incidents in real-time and respond to them effectively and efficiently.

“

In times of crisis, we must identify and track in real-

time key incidents and stakeholders across all digital

”

channels and markets globally. Squirro is indispensible for
this task.

Thomas Schmidt, Head of External Communications and spokesperson
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Executive Overview
Objectives
• Detect and aggregate global and local relevant information sources in multiple 		
languages (including Chinese)
• Monitor key events without triggering false alarms
• Identify and monitor stakeholders involved in crisis situations
• Reduce corporate and brand reputation risks

Approach
• Used Squirro as the first line of control to identify and monitor incidents
• Leveraged Smart Filters for specific incidents, business divisions, or sentiments
to filter out irrelevant news and create automated alerts to eliminate media blind
spots
• Created customized dashboards to trend and manage incidents as they unfold

Benefits
• Obtained advanced insight into emerging crises around the world
• Identified potential crisis early enough to stop it from happening saving hundreds
of millions of dollars
• Provided a highly efficient and precise crisis monitoring tool, which ABB 			
corporate communication teams can rely on, therefore reducing reputational 		
risks

Top Achievements

>100

C-level executives, divisional managers and employees benefit
from using Squirro

<6 weeks

To finalize pilot project and deliver first fully functioning solution
to ABB in China for crisis communication monitoring

>$100 million

in potential savings due to risk mitigation in crisis situation

Company
ABB
Headquarters
Zurich, Switzerland
Industry
Electrical equipment
Products & Services
Power technology, industrial automation
Employees
150,000
Revenue
US$ 48.064 billion (2013)
Website
www.abb.com

About Squirro
Squirro uncovers intelligence through search-based data discovery and advanced analytics.
You choose the data you want to combine in real-time to achieve unparalleled insights into your
customers, business, and markets.
Uncovering intelligence through search-based data discovery and connecting it to structured
data helps you to see the ‘Why’ behind the data. We call it Context Intelligence.
Key to the solution is Squirro’s Concept Search technology, which intelligently connects seemingly unrelated data
points while learning and refining as user interactions increase.
Squirro – Search simplified. Intelligence delivered.
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